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The neutron capture cross sections of Ba, Ba, Ba, and Ba were measured in the
energy range from 5 to 225 keV at the Karlsruhe 3.75 MV Van de GraafF accelerator. Neutrons
were produced via the Li(p, n) Be reaction by bombarding metallic Li targets with a pulsed proton
beam. Capture events were registered with the Karlsruhe 4' barium Buoride detector. The cross
section ratios were determined with an overall uncertainty of O'Po, an improvement by factors of 5
to 8 compared to existing data. Severe discrepancies were found with respect to previous results.
As a new possibility in time of Bight experiments, isomeric cross section ratios could be determined
for Ba, Ba, and Ba. Maxwellian averaged neutron capture cross sections were calculated
for thermal energies between kT = 10 keV and 100 keV. These stellar cross sections were used in
an s-process analysis. For the s-only isotopes Ba and Ba the N, (o) ratio was determined to
0.875+0.025. Hence, a significant branching of the s-process path at Cs can be claimed for the
first time, in contrast to predictions from the classical approach. This branching yields information
on the 8-process temperature, indicating values around Ts ——2. The new cross sections are also
important for the interpretation of barium isotopic anomalies, which were recently discovered in SiC
grains of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites. Together with the results from previous experiments
on tellurium and samarium, a general improvexnent of the N, (cr) systematics in the mass range
A = 120—150 is achieved. This yields a more reliable separation of s- and r-process contributions
for comparison with stellar observations, but reveals a 20% discrepancy with respect to the solar
barium abundance.

PACS number(s): 25 40 Lw, 2. 7.6. 0.+j, 97.10.Cv, 98.80.Ft

I. INTRODUCTION

The main experimental program performed with the
Karlsruhe 47r barium fiuoride detector [1] is the accu-
rate determination of neutron capture cross sections for
nucleosynthesis studies related to s-process scenarios [2].
In this context, detailed analyses of branchings in the s-
process path are of particular interest, since these branch-
ings can be analyzed to derive information on the physi-
cal conditions during helium shell burning in Red Giant
stars on the asyxnptotic branch (AGB). A first experi-
xnent on tellurium isotopes [3] confirmed the old predic-
tion by Clayton et al. [4] that the product of neutron
capture cross section (o) and s-process abundance N, is
constant for neighboring isotopes with an uncertainty of
only l%%uo. The validity of this local approximation strongly
supports the idea to interpret (mostly small) deviations
&om this behavior as the result of branchings in the neu-
tron capture path of the s process. In a previous exper-
iment on samarium isotopes [5], a significant branching
was observed and the analysis with the classical approach
yielded a mean neutron density of (3.8 +0.6) x 10s cm
which is the most stringent value obtained so far.

The present investigation deals with the s process in
the mass region around barium. The neutron capture
path from xenon to barium (Fig. 1) shows that the two
isotopes Ba and Ba are shielded from the r pro-
cess by their stable xenon isobars. The unstable isotopes

Xe, Cs, and Cs are possible branching points due
to the competition between neutron captures and P de-
cays. The most signi6cant of these branchings occurs at

Cs. Under laboratory conditions the 4+ ground state
of this isotope decays by allowed P decay to 4+ states in
the even even nucleus Ba at excitation energies )1.4
MeV. This reduces the decay energy and yields a com-
parably long half life of 2.1 yr. However, at s-process
temperatures, part of the Cs nuclei are excited to the
3+ level at 60 keV, allowing for P decays to the 2+ level
in Ba at 0.6 MeV. The corresponding gain in decay en-

ergy leads to a considerable reduction of the half life, and,
hence, to a temperature-dependent stellar decay rate of

Cs. Accordingly, analysis of the related branchings
at A = 133—135 may yield information on the s-process
temperature [6]. For this analysis, accurate neutron cap-
ture cross sections of the s-only barium isotopes are most
important, since they allow to de6ne the strength of these
branchings.

A second problem, which requires accurate cross sec-
tions, is related to the large isotopic anomalies in bar-
ium, which were recently discovered in SiC grains, a very
resistant fraction of carbonaceous chondrite meteorites

[7—9). If these anomalies are interpreted as being due to
an admixture of pure s-process barium to the ordinary
solar system abundances, the expected yields, N„have
to be known reliably. Since the s-process yields are al-

ways inversely proportional to the stellar cross sections,
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FIG. 1. The s-process path
in the region of the barium iso-
topes with the s-only isotopes

Ba, Ba and the possible
branching points Xe, Cs,
and '"Cs.

I'-PROCESS

these are again the crucial nuclear physics information.
These anomalies were studied via model calculations for
the s-process in carbon stars by Gallino et aL [10]. The
observed isotopic pattern could only be reproduced if the
previously available cross sections [11] were significantly
modified, the respective factors ranging from 1.0 to 2.2
for the different isotopes. The validity of this interpre-
tation depends on whether these large differences can be
verified by an improved experiment.

Another important aspect is related to astronomical
studies of the surface composition of Red Giant stars,
since barium can be considered as an s-process indicator.
About 90% of the barium in nature is of s-process origin,
while only 10'%%uo are contributed by the r process. This
s assignment allows one to study the enrichment of the
stellar envelope with freshly produced s-process matter
&om the helium burning shell. Since europium is an al-
most pure r-process counterpart, variation of the Ba/Eu
ratio with metallicity represents a critical test for galactic
evolution models [12,13].

Last but not least, Ba represents one of the normal-
ization points of the N, (a') curve, together with ~24Te and

~ Sm. The accurate cross sections of these three isotopes
allow for a significant improvement of the mean neutron
exposure in the main 8-process component, which is most
sensitively defined in the mass range A = 120—150. To-
gether with the improved cross sections of the other Te,
Ba, and Sm isotopes, the r-process residuals can be up-
dated as well. As pointed out by Meyer et aL [14], the
mass range around the first r-process abundance peak is
critical for r-process calculations. Therefore, better data
are important in this region to reduce the respective un-
certainties in the results of Ref. [2], which are presently
used for comparison with r-process calculations.

The experimental status of the barium cross sections
is unsatisfactory. There is only one experiment for all
isotopes, but a number of publications with partly con-
tradicting results. While the first series of publications
[15—17] claimed uncertainties of 15—17% for the isotopes
134 to 137 and 20% for ~ssBa, these results were confused
by revisions [18,19), where the Ba cross section was

changed by 55'%%uo. These discrepancies entered also into
the evaluations of Bao and Kappeler [20] and of Beer,
Voss, and Winters [ll], respectively. In the keV range
only one other data set was reported for»sBa [21],which
confirmed the evaluation of Bao and Kappeler. From the
data of Musgrove et aL [18], an experimental value for
the branching factor,

(1 —f„)= a = 0.99+0.21,(N (&))»4B,
~MB

can be derived, which restricts a possible branching to
f„&20%. From analyses with the classical approach, a
branching of only 1% is expected [6].

In view of this situation, the neutron capture cross
sections of Ba, Ba, Ba, and Ba were mea-
sured with the Karlsruhe 4z BaF2 detector. Simulta-
neously, the very small cross section of neutron magic
~ssBa has been redetermined by Beer et aL [22] using
the pulse height weighting technique. The experiments
reported here were difficult for several reasons. First,
the investigated cross sections are small, only 50 to 70
mb for 6Ba and S~Ba at 30 keV. Secondly, chemically
stable BaC03 samples had to be used instead of the re-
active elemental barium. Due to the light constituents
in the compound, the scattering/capture ratio became
as large as 300 to 400 at 30 keV, resulting in a signifi-
cant background due to sample scattered neutrons. This
background presents a severe problem, since scattered
neutrons are captured in the barium isotopes of the scin-
tillator, giving rise to the same sum energy signals in
the detector as true capture events. This weakens the
possibility of separating this background by selecting an
appropriate sum energy window for determination of the
cross section shape (Sec. III). Furthermore, nuclear level
densities and, consequently, the multiplicities of the cap-
ture cascades are comparably low for these nearly neu-
tron magic isotopes. Thus, the possibility of the 4' BaF2
detector of separating true captures &om natural back-
ground via the event multiplicity is reduced, too.

Nevertheless, the background from scattered neutrons
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can still be separated efhciently due to the following rea-
sons (for a detailed discussion see Ref. [1]): (i) About
90% of the scattered neutrons escape from the scintilla-
tor crystals without being captured. (ii) Neutrons that
are eventually captured in the scintillator were scattered
20 times before on average. In view of the short primary
Bight path of 79 cm this implies a significant delay in time
relative to the true capture events. Thus the respective
events are shifted mostly to a time region, that is not
used in data analysis. (iii) Captures of scattered neutrons
are local events, activating predominantly the neighbor-
ing detector modules, whereas true capture events in the
sample produce a uniform pattern in the 4m detector.

Therefore, only 70'%%uo of the observed effect had to be
subtracted as background even in the unfavorable case of

Ba, where the ratio of total to capture cross section
was about 360 at 30 keV [23].

The low multiplicities result in very hard capture
gamma-ray spectra. Hence, experiments using the pulse
height weighting technique become extremely difficult,
since the complete setup including detector, surround-
ings, and the saxnple have to be modeled properly for
obtaining the correct weighting function. This was not
the case in the previous barium experiments and may ex-
plain the severe discrepancies found in the existing data.

The experiment and data analysis are described in
Secs. II and III. In Sec. IV, the difFerential cross sec-
tions are presented together with the respective isomeric
ratios, which could be determined for the first time in an
experiment based on the detection of the prompt gamma-
ray cascade. The uncertainties are discussed in Sec. V.
The determination of stellar cross sections and the impli-
cations for astrophysics are given in Secs. VI and VII. A
fully detailed description of the present experiment, data
evaluation, calculation of correction factors, and the re-
sults of individual runs and evaluation methods can be
found in Ref. [23].

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental method

The neutron capture cross sections of the barium iso-
topes 134—137 were measured in the energy range &om
3 to 225 keV using gold as a standard. Since the exper-
imental method has been published in detail [1,3,5,24],
only a more general description is given here, comple-
mented with the specific features of the present measure-
ment. Neutrons were produced via the Li(p, n) "Be reac-
tion by boxnbarding metallic Li targets with the pulsed
proton beam of the Karlsruhe 3.75 MV Van de Graaff
accelerator. The neutron energy is determined by time
of Hight (TOF), the samples being located at a Hight
path of 78 cm. The important paraxneters of the accel-
erator are: pulse width (1 ns, repetition rate 250 kHz,
and average beam current 1.5—2.5 pA. In different runs,
the proton energies were adjusted 10, 30, and 100 keV
above the threshold of the "Li(p, n) Be reaction at 1.881
MeV. In this way, continuous neutron spectra in the en-
ergy range of interest for s-process studies were obtained,

ranging from 3 to 80 keV, 3 to 100 keV, and 3 to 200 keV,
respectively. The use of different spectra allowed us to
optimize the signal to background ratio in difFerent neu-
tron energy regions (Sec. III).

The signal to background ratio at a distinct energyE„is dependent on the intensity of the neutron Bux at
E„(which is proportional to the signal), and the inte-
gral neutron Hux for energies larger than E„(which is
responsible for the background). At E„=30 keV, opti-
mum conditions are obtained in the run with the lowest
maximum neutron energy [23]. At energies below 10 keV,
the run with 100 keV maximum neutron energy is more
favorable due to the larger neutron Bux. The run with
200 keV maximum neutron energy is necessary to deter-
mine the cross section above 100 keV.

The Karlsruhe 4x barium Buoride detector was used
for the registration of capture gaxnma-ray cascades. This
detector (a comprehensive description is given in Ref. [1])
consists of 42 hexagonal and pentagonal crystals forming
a spherical shell of BaF~ with 10 cm inner radius and
15 cm thickness. It is characterized by a resolution in
gamma ray energy of 7% at 2.5 MeV, a time resolution
of 500 ps, and a peak efHciency of 90'%%uo at 1 MeV. Capture
events are registered with )95% probability.

In one run of the present experiment, an ADC system
was used for data acquisition [25]. This system is based
on CAMAC modules of type FERA (Le Croy). It allows
us to store the gamxna-ray energy and TOF inforxnation
of each individual detector module that has fired in a
particular event.

The purpose of the ADC system is fourfold. (i) It al-
lows us to measure capture cascades and capture gamma-
ray spectra directly. This information is necessary to
determine the detector efficiency for capture events and
had to be taken &om theoretical calculations previously
[24]. (ii) It offers a deeper understanding of the cap-
ture process, e.g. , by determining angular or multiplicity
distributions of capture gamma rays. (iii) It reduces sig-
nificantly the recorded event rate by rejecting events in
sum energy and TOF regions that are not needed for the
evaluation of the cross section [5]. (iv) It allows us to
improve the resolution in gamma-ray sum energy by off-
line corrections of the nonlinearity of individual detector
modules.

The combination of a 4x BaFq detector with a Van
de GraafF accelerator ofFers several advantages: The en-
tire capture cascade is detected with good energy res-
olution. Thus, axnbiguities in the detection efIIciency
due to difFerent cascade multiplicities are avoided, and
neutron capture events can be separated &om gamma-
ray background and &om background due to capture of
sample scattered neutrons by selecting events with the
proper sum energy. The high granularity of the detec-
tor allows for a further separation of capture events and
background by means of the recorded event multiplicity.
The short primary Bight path and the inner radius of
the detector guarantee that a part of the TOF spectrum
is completely undisturbed by background &om sample
scattered neutrons (Sec. III). This range with optimum
signal to background ratio can be used to normalize the
cross section. The high detection efIIciency allows the
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use of small samples avoiding large multiple scattering
corrections. Finally, the rLi(p, n) rBe reaction yields neu-
trons exactly and exclusively in the range of interest for
8-process studies.

B. Samples

Isotopically enriched samples have been prepared from
BaCO3 powder, which has a lower scattering yield com-
pared to the nitrate. Therefore, two batches of sample
material had to be converted from nitrate to carbonate.
The relevant parameters of the six samples are compiled
in Table I. In addition to the four barium samples, a gold
sample, a graphite sample, and an empty position in the
sample changer kame were used in all runs. The respec-
tive sample masses of the barium isotopes were selected
according to the expected cross sections in order to ob-
tain similar capture yields in all cases. The yield of the
gold sample was larger by a factor of 2. In this way the
statistical uncertainty is dominated by the sample and
not by the standard. Compared to the previous exper-
iment by Musgrove et al. [16], the sample masses could
be reduced by factors of 3—10. Accordingly, the sample
related uncertainties for neutron multiple scattering and
self-shielding corrections became significantly smaller.

For accurate cross section measurements the exact
characterization of the samples can be a serious problem
[26]. In the present experiment, however, the correspond-
ing uncertainty is practically negligible since barium car-
bonate is chemically very stable and also not hygroscopic.
This stability was verified by heating the pressed sample
pellets to 300'C without finding any change in weight.
After the measurements, the weight of all samples could
be perfectly reproduced as well.

Eventually, the samples were not only checked for con-
tamination with water but also for possible deviations
&om the assumed stoichiometry. In a first analysis, part
of the sample material was dissolved in diluted hydrochlo-
ric acid to a concentration of about 30 mg/ml. The bar-
ium content of this solution was determined via X-edge
densitometry [27,28] as described in Ref. [5]. The stan-
dard solution for the calibration was prepared &om nat-

ural barium carbonate, that was heated before to 300 C.
The measured barium concentrations agreed within the
experimental uncertainty of 0.2% with that calculated for
pure BaCO3. A second batch of one of the samples was
analyzed for its water content as described in Ref. [5],
but only an upper limit for a possible contamination of
0.05% in weight was found.

The third step in characterizing the samples concerned
the isotopic composition, which was redetermined at
Karlsruhe together with natural barium as an indepen-
dent check. The results are compared in Table II with the
compositions certified by the suppliers. The agreement
between the various data sets is quite satisfactory.

Though it was not necessary to encapsulate the sam-

ples in vacuum sealed cannings, they were covered with
an 0.02 mm thick aluminum foil to avoid any losses of
sample material. Accordingly, a bare aluminum can-
ning was mounted in the "empty" position of the sample
changer (Table I).

The diameter of all samples was 22 mm. As can be
seen kom Table I, some samples are comparably thick,
resulting in neutron transmission values below 0.9 . Since
reliable total cross sections of the barium isotopes were
not available in literature, the spectra measured with the
neutron monitor at 260 cm night path could not be cor-
rected for this efFect. Instead, the TOF spectra taken
with this detector were used for a rough determination
of the total cross sections. Though the accuracy of this
method is inferior to that obtained in a dedicated exper-
iment, the derived total cross sections are suHicient for a
reliable calculation of the multiple scattering corrections
(Sec. III). Normalization of the spectra to equal neu-

tron aux was performed by means of the second monitor
detector located close to the neutron target.

C. Measurements

The samples were moved cyclically into the measuring
position by a computer controlled sample changer. The
data acquisition time per sample was about 10 min, a
complete cycle lasting about 1.2 h. From each event, a
64 bit word was recorded on magnetic tape containing

TABLE I. Sample characteristics.

Sample

Au
Graphite
134B
135B
136B
13TB

Empty

(mm)
0.25
4.9
1.8
1.2
5.1
6.1

Thickness
(1O-' at./b)'

1.5048
42.1544
1.7959
1.1168
5.2964
6.3918

Weight
(g)

1.8709
3.1960
2.2053
1.3755
6.5564
7.9555

Canning'

(mg)
75.7
81.3
75.7
75.3
81.4
81.8
75.6

Impurity
(%)'

&0.1
&0.1
&0.1
&0.1

Neutron binding
energy (MeV)

6.513

6.974
9.107
6.898
8.611

All samples 22 mm in diameter.
For barium samples: weight of BaCO3.
0.02 mm aluminum foil.

8Elements apart from carbon and oxygen.
For barium samples: sum of all Ba isotopes.
Percent of weight.
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TABLE II. Isotopic compositions (%).

Sample

1348

135B

136B

13TB

130B

0.019
&0.1
0.001
&0.09
0.002
&0.03
0.000
&0.05
0.108

132B

0.015
&0.1
0.003
&0.09
0.003
&0.03
0.001
&0.05
0.102

134B

81.998
82.1
0.198
0.16
0.078
0.09
0.023
&0.05
2.432

Isotope
1358

4.250
4.21

93.870
94.00
0.972
0.88

0.074
0.05
6.621

136B

2.073
2.04
2.990
2.87

92.677
92.65
0.312
0.26
7.873

137B

2.051
2.04
0.676
0.64
1.812
1.82

82.250
82.20
11.231

138B

9.594
9.6

2.262
2.33

4.456
4.56

17.340
17.49
71.633

Analysis

KfK
ORNL

KfK
GUS
KfK

ORNL
KfK
GUS
KEK

the sum energy and TOF information together with 42
bits indicating those detector modules that contributed.
Three runs were performed using neutron spectra with
80, 100, and 200 keV maximum energies, respectively.
To compensate for the reduced signal to background ra-
tio caused by the larger background &om scattered neu-
trons, the measuring time was increased by a factor of 2
compared to the previous measurements [3,5]. The data
in the run with 100 keV maximum neutron energy were
recorded with the ADC system. In the two runs using
the conventional accquisition technique ~200 high den-
sity magnetic tapes containing roughly 35 Gbyte of infor-
mation were recorded. With the ADC system, where the
information per event is much larger, the total amount of
data could be kept at 20 Gbyte, since half of the back-
ground events were cut ofF by the preprocessing unit. The
spectra of the two neutron monitor detectors were stored
on magnetic disk as well.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

described in Ref. [5], and are listed in Table III. The car-
bon and oxygen cross sections required in this procedure
were taken from a recent evaluation [Joint Evaluated File
(JEF)] [29]. The total cross sections obtained for the car-
bon sample agree within +0.5'%%up with the JEF data. This
represents a significant improvement compared to the re-
sults reported in Ref. [5], where systematic differences of
3% were found, and may be explained by the fact that in
the previous experiment the sample diameter of 15 mm
was just sufhcient to shade the lithium glass scintillator.
Thus, even a small misalignment of this detector could
have caused the observed deviations, while such an efFect
was excluded in the present experiment.

The total gold cross sections are also improved com-
pared to the last experiment [5], confirming again that
these cross sections are significantly larger on average
than the data given by McLane et al. [30]. This find-

ing is supported by a recent measurement in Kiev [31].
The comparison of the experimental results with the
ENDF/8-5 evaluation adopted in Ref. [30] is shown in
Flg. 2.

A. Total cross sections B. Capture cross sections

The total cross sections of the barium isotopes were de-
termined in the neutron energy range &om 10 to 200 keV
&om the TOF spectra measured with the Li glass detec-
tor at a Bight path of 260 cm. The total cross sections and
the related uncertainties were derived &om these data as

The data analysis was carried out in analogy to the
procedure described previously [3,5,24], and in detail in
Ref. [23]. As far as the background subtraction is con-
cerned, an essential feature of the present experimental
method has to be emphasized. Capture events in the

TABLF. III. The measured total cross sections (determined from the count rate of the Li glass
neutron monitor at 260 cm Sight path).

Neutron energy
(keV)

10 —15
15 —20
20 —30
30 —40
40 —60
60 —80
80 —100
100 —150
150 —200

Uncertainty

134B

8.9
6.4
8.3
5.1
6.4
6.4
6.7
5.8
6.2

7.4%

1358

12.0
11.4
10.0
8.7
7.9
6.4
5.8
7.3
5.6

9.1%

Total cross
136B

6.6
5.0
4.8
4.6
5.2
5.4
4.6
4.8
5.0

3.6%

section (b)
1378

5.1
3.4
4.7
4.6
4.0
4.8
4.6
4.5
4.8

3.4%

12'
4.80
4.63
4.65
4.61
4.58
4.51
4.41
4.34
4.20
0.5%

19VA

17.5
14.9
15.6
15.0
13.2
11.1
11.5
11.7
9.3

4 4%
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FIG. 2. The total cross section of gold in comparison to
the results of a recent experiment and evaluation.

enriched bari»m samples are concentrated in the sum
energy spectra at the binding energy of the respective
isotope, whereas capture events due to scattered neu-
trons are distributed on all barium isotopes. For exam-
ple, in the spectrum of an even isotope, such as issBa
with a typical binding energy of 6.9 MeV, the scatter-
ing background can be identified via the captures in the
odd isotopes, which appear as a peak close to 9 MeV. In
this way, the yield and time dependence of the scatter-
ing background can be well determined for all samples.
The carbon saxnple is only used to determine the ratio
of capture events in odd and even isotopes versus TOF.
This possibility of defining the background from scat-
tered neutrons is not available in experiments without
energy resolution, but is important for avoiding system-
atic uncertainties. In this work, the corresponding uncer-
tainty is dominated by statistics and is on the 1% level
[23].

Sample-independent backgrounds were removed by
subtraction of the spectra measured without sample. An
additional constant background was determined at very
long Bight times, where no time-correlated events are ex-
pected. In the present measurement, the subtraction of
this small time-independent component was more diffi-
cult than in previous experiments. The large scattering
yields, especially Rom the Ba and "Ba samples and
from the thick graphite sample gave rise to an overlap
with events &om the previous pulse. As already men-
tioned, neutrons scattered kom the saxnple into the de-
tector are scattered many times in the scintillator before
they are either captured or escape. Thus the respective

background events are strongly delayed in time and may
occur even more than 4 @sec after the proton pulse hits
the target. Since the repetition rate of the accelerator is
250 kHz, there is a stop pulse in the TOF measurement
every 4 psec. An event delayed by 4B1 @sec will, there-
fore, be observed in the TOF spectrum at 0.1 @sec. Since
this effect depends on the scattering yield from the sam-
ple and the integral neutron Bux, it became observable
for the first time with the BaCO3 saxnples, especially in
the run with 200 keV maximssm neutron energy.

Therefore, the count rate in the TOF region around
3.9 ps (channels 1700—1900 in Fig. 3), where the constant
background used to be determined, was not completely
Bat. Instead, the interval between the prompt gamma-
ray peak and the onset of the capture events (channels
1500—1700) was chosen for normalization because it ex-
hibits an additional delay of 200 ns. For the thickest
samples, the count rates were not completely tixne inde-
pendent even there so that this efFect propagates into the
TOF region used for cross section normalization (dashed
area in Fig. 3). The correponding uncertainty is almost
negligible in the run with 80 keV xnaxixnuxn neutron en-

ergy and most severe in the run with 200 keV, where
the integral neutron fiux is higher by about one order
of magnitude. This systematic uncertainty in the nor-
malization of the cross section is discussed in Sec. V. At
larger TOF the uncertainty is rapidly decreasing. Ac-
tually, all cross section shapes obtained from runs with
difFerent maximuxn neutron energies agree within the re-
spective statistical uncertainties.

In the correction for isotopic impurities, the contri-
butions from Ba, Ba, and Ba were neglected.
For the light isotopes 130 and 132 this is justified be-
cause they contribute always less than 0.02% (Table II).
The corrections for the issBa impurities were relatively
sxnall because of the small cross section of that isotope.
Therefore, the resulting uncertainties can be tolerated
even for the 17% impurity in the isrBa sample (Sec. V).
The largest correction for isotopic impurities was found
for the Ba sample, but also in this case it did not ex-
ceed 6% of the measured efFect. The matrix for isotopic
corrections is given in Table IV.

After the correction for isotopic ixnpurities, the back-
ground due to capture of sample scattered neutrons was
removed. In the present experiment, true captures in
the samples are dificult to distinguish from background
events due to capture of scattered neutrons in the scin-
tillator, the only difference in the sum energy spectra be-
ing due to the different isotopic enrichments. The back-
ground subtraction is performed as in the previous ex-

TABLE IV. Matrix for the isotopic correction (%) [using the approximation that the abundances
of Ba= Ba=0, and that o'( Ba)=0].

Corrected
spectrum

134B
135B
136B
137B

134B

100
—0.1480
—0.2713
—0.0981

—7.2423
100

—4.8827
—0.4243

—0.7065
—0.6786

100
—0.4026

Measured spectrum
135B 136B 137B

—0.6773
—0.1302
—1.8166

100

Corrected sample
Thickness (10 at. /b)

1.4724
1.0479
4.9065
5.2568
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periments [3,5,24], using the sum energy window around
9 MeV for the even isotopes; for the odd isotopes, the
peak due to captures in Ba and Ba around 7 MeV
was integrated. The possibility to calculate this normal-
ization versus TOF is very important for the accuracy of
the cross sections measured with the 4' BaF2 detector.

The separation of true capture events &om background
due to scattered neutrons is complicated by the carbon
and oxygen content of the sample material. The TOF
spectra of the four barium samples are plotted in Fig. 3
(after projection of the two-dimensional data in the sum
energy range around the binding energy; see below) to-
gether with the background due to scattered neutrons.
The spectra are &om the run with 100 keV maximum
neutron energy. In this figure, three features are remark-
able: (i) In contrast with previous measurements with
the 4z' BaFz detector [3,5,24], there is a significant back-
ground in the time interval used for the absolute normal-
ization of the cross section (dashed area), resulting in a
considerably reduced accuracy. (ii) The signal to back-
ground ratio deteriorates rapidly towards lower energies.
Nevertheless, the data could be analyzed down to 3 keV,
since the backgrounds are well known. However, the en-
ergy region below 5 and 10 keV was not used for the
final evaluation of the stellar cross sections of the even

and odd isotopes, respectively. (iii) The isotope s Ba
requires special consideration since the resonances are
completely resolved up to 15 keV neutron energy. Hence,
the adopted procedure to evaluate average cross sections
may not be adequate in this case, and fitting of the res-
onance parameters might be required. A corresponding
study with the FANAc code [32] is in progress.

In view of the low signal to background ratio, the com-
bination of runs with different neutron spectra was im-
portant. In this way, optimum conditions could be ob-
tained in different energy regions. One finds that the
signal to background ratios differ by more than a factor
of 2 for diferent neutron spectra (see Ref. [23]). The dif-
ficult background situation is characterized by the fact
that the ratio of total and capture cross sections reaches
values up to 400, which is a factor of 10 larger than
for most isotopes measured so far. The fact that the
previously developed procedures for treating this correc-
tion [3,5] worked successfully even in this extreme case
confirms the validity of the background subtraction and
justifies again that the related systematic uncertainties
could be neglected in these earlier experiments. The un-
certainties of the present data are discussed in Sec. V.

After background subtraction, the TOF spectra in
Fig. 3 were used to determine the cross section shape.
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FIG. 3. TOF spectra measured with the barium samples in the run with 100 keV maximum neutron energy. The background
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For normalization, the two-dimensional data were pro-
jected onto the sum energy axis using the TOF region
of optimum signal to background ratio as indicated in
Fig. 3 by dashed boxes. The resulting pulse height spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 4 for the events with multiplicity
)2. The spectra exhibit significant structures in the odd
isotopes. The peaks in Ba at 8.29 MeV and in Ba
at 7.17 MeV are due to the fact that nearly 80'%%uo of the
capture cascades contain the 2+-+0+ ground state tran-
sition in the respective compound nucleus (see inset of
Fig. 4). Since the solid angle for detecting the corre-
sponding gamma-ray lines at 0.82 MeV and 1.44 MeV is
only 94%%uo, the peak at the binding energy is shifted by
this amount in the remaining 6% of all events.

The additional structures in the spectra of Fig. 4 are,
however, due to isomeric states in the respective com-
pound nuclei, which are also indicated in the insets. The
half-lives of these isomers are between 0.8 psec and 29 h,
while the coincidence time for registration of capture p-
ray cascades is 20 nsec. Thus, events feeding the isomer
are registered with correspondingly lower sum energies.
This is most clearly observed for "Ba, where the re-
spective energy is 6.52 MeV. In Ba, this effect is much

weaker, yielding only an upper limit for the population
of the isomer, while capture in Ba feeds an isomer at
268 keV, which is too low to be resolved &om the cas-
cades to the ground state. But since Ba and Ba
are very close in binding energy, the shape of the Ba
spectrum can be used to determine the population prob-
ability of the 662 keV isomer in Ba. The structures
in the spectra of Fig. 4 are statistically significant since
they are observed in all three runs. This means that the
probability for the population of isomeric states has been
measured for the first time in a neutron TOF experiment.

The isomeric ratios

partial cross section to isomer

total (n, p) cross section

were determined in the TOF regions of optimum signal
to background ratio. These regions are indicated by the
dashed boxes in Fig. 3 and correspond to energy inter-
vals 40—70 keV, 50—100 keV, and 70—150 keV. Within
uncertainties, the obtained results do not exhibit any no-
ticeable energy dependence: IR = (2%%uo, 2.5+1%, and
3+l%%uo for ~ssBa, ~ssBa, and ~ Ba, respectively.
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In Fig. 5, the sum energy spectra of the barium iso-
topes are shown for difFerent multiplicities. (These mul-
tiplicities are determined by the number of detector mod-
ules contributing to an event. The true multiplicities are
slightly smaller, because of cross talking efFects. ) In all
cases, multiplicities )5 are observed for 40% of the cas-
cades, except for Ba where the respective fraction is
only 27%. This latter isotope shows an average multi-
plicity of only 2.3 due to the comparatively low binding
energy and the low level density in is"Ba (see below); ac-
cordingly, one finds a rather large &action of events with
multiplicity 1. The arrows in Fig. 5 indicate the range
of sum energy channels that were combined to the TOF
spectra in Fig. 3, from which the cross section shapes
were determined.

The cross section ratio of isotope X relative to the gold
standard is then

0;(X) Z;(X) QZ(Au) QE(X) m(Au)
cr;(Au) Z, (Au) PZ(X) QE(Au) m(X)

In this expression, Z; is the count rate in channel i of
the TOF spectrum, g Z is the TOF rate integrated over
the interval used for normalization (Fig. 3), P E is the
total count rate in the sum energy spectrum for all multi-
plicities summed over the normalization interval (Fig. 4),
and m is the sample thickness in atoms/barn. The fac-
tor Fi ——[100—f (Au)]i[100—f(X)] corrects for the fraction
of capture events f below the experimental threshold in
sum energy, where X refers to the respective barium sam-

pie (Table V), and F2 is the corresponding ratio of the
multiple scattering and self-shielding corrections.

The fraction of unobserved capture events f and the
correction factor I'q were calculated as described in detail
in Ref. [24]. The required input for this calculation are
the individual neutron capture cascades and their relative
contributions to the total capture cross section as well as
the detector efficiency for monoenergetic gamma rays in
the energy range up to 10 MeV.

Capture cascades and capture gamma-ray spectra of
the involved isotopes were calculated according to the
statistical and optical models [33]. Details are given in
Ref. [23]. The average cascade multiplicities range from
2.3 to 3.7, and are significantly lower than for the previ-
ously investigated Te and Sm isotopes [3,5]. This difFer-

ence re6ects the proximity of the barium isotopes to the
magic neutron configuration at N = 82.

The efficiency of the 4~ BaF2 detector for monoener-
getic gamma-rays was calculated in Ref. [34] with differ-
ent assumptions for multiple Compton events, resulting
in an optimistic and a pessimistic estimate for the peak
efficiency, SW(MAX) and SW(MIN). The corresponding
data are listed in Ref. [24] and were since used to calculate
the &action of unobserved capture events. Recently, the
gamma-ray efficiency of the 4x BaF2 detector was deter-
mined experimentally [35] by measuring the line shapes
for monoenergetic gamma rays in the energy range &om
0.8 to 8.4 MeV. These gamma rays were produced by

(p, p) reactions on thin Mg, Si, and 34S targets. In
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TABLE V. Fraction of undetected capture events, f ('%%uo), and the related correction factors (solid angle 94%, gamma-ray
threshold 50 keV), F1.

f(Au)

f(13TB

2.0
4.99
5.92
1.87
5.05
2.41

Threshold in sum energy (MeV)
2.2 2.3 2a5

7.25
6.92
3.35
6.96
3.06

Assumption for
gamma-ray efBciency

SWMAx

f(All)
f(134B )
f(135B )

f("'Ba)

5.78
6.30
2.41
5.73
2.74

8.35
7.91
3.64
7S61
4.10

SWMgN

f(All)
f(134B )
f(135Ba)

E1( Ba/Au)
E1(' Ba/Au)
E1("'Ba/Au)
E1(" Ba/Au)

5.28
5.35
1.83
5.41
2.24

1.008
0.967
1.000
0.971

7.61
6.89
2.95
6.76
3.53

0.996
0.955
0.995
0.956

From experiment [35]

(SWMAX+SWMIN)/2

F1( Ba/Au)
F1( Ba/Au)
E1(' Ba/Au)
E1( Ba/Au)

1.001
0.965
1.001
0.969

0.997
0.960
0.997
0.964

0.996
0.957
0.995
0.962

0.992
0.952
0.991
0.958

From experiment [35]

these reactions, certain proton resonances decay predom-
inantly by cascades with only two transitions. Replacing
one of the BaF2 modules by a Ge detector, and look-
ing for BaF2-Ge coincidences, two-dimensional spectra,
E~(Ge) versus E~(BaF2) were recorded. The response
of the 4m BaF2 detector for xnonoenergetic gamxna rays
was then obtained by selecting those events, where the
full energy of the complementary gamma ray is registered
in the germani»m detector.

Using seven (p, p) resonances and an ssY source, the
line shapes of 20 gaxnma transitions in the energy range
from 0.843 to 8.392 MeV could be determined. Some of
these spectra are shown in Ref. [23]. With these data, the
calculations of the spectrum fractions f and of the correc-
tion factors F1 were repeated (Table V). The respective
results for I"z being in very good agreement confirms once
more the reliability of the 4m BaF2 detector for precise
cross section measurements.

The experimentally determined detector response will
now be used in further cross section analysis. The
calculated sIIm-energy spectra in Fig. 6 compare much
better with the experimental spectra of Fig. 4 than
was found in the previous experiments using the
SW(MIN)/SW(MAX) approach [3,5]. The remaining dif-
ference is caused by the better energy resolution of the
calculated spectra, and can be understood in terms of
the dHFerent xneasuring times: the spectra with xnonoen-
ergetic gamma rays were taken in a few hours, whereas
a run in the capture experiment lasted for two months.

During the measurexnents, the threshold in sum energy
was 2.2 MeV in run 1 and 2.3 MeV in runs 2 and 3. The
resulting efBciency of the detector was 97% for the odd
and 93% for the even isotopes. Since the barium samples
and the gold standard are measured with the same detec-
tor, the final correction factors Fq are very insensitive to
the detector efficiency (Table V). For the even isotopes,
which have binding energies sixnilar to that of the gold
standard, the efBciency correction is very small. For the
odd isotopes, the efBciencies differ by &4%.

The correction for multiple scattering and self-

shielding in the sample was calculated with the sESH
code [36). Details are given in Ref. [23]. In all calcu-
lations carbon and oxygen were considered according to
the stoichiometry of BaCO3. The correction factors E2
are compiled in Table VI.

In view of the revised total cross sections for the gold
standard (Sec. III), which are significantly higher than
the before adopted ENDF/B-5 evaluation [30], the input
parameters for this isotope were changed accordingly. In
fact, the second parameter set discussed in Ref. [24] was
used, which is based on the data given by Mughabghab
et al. [37].

IV. RESULTS POR THE NEUTRON CAPTURE
CROSS SECTIONS

The neutron capture cross section ratios of the bar-
i»m isotopes relative to Au as obtained in individ-
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were used to derive the correction F~ for unobserved capture events.

TABLE VI. Correction factors for the cross section ratios, F2 ——MS(Au)/MS(X).

Energy range
(keV)
3 —5

5 —7.5
7.5 —10
10 —12.5
12.5 —15
15 —20
20 —25
25 —30
30 —40
40 —50
50 —60
60 —80

80 —100
100 —120
120 —150
150 —175
175 —200
200 —225

Uncertainty (%)

Ba/Au
1.031
1.013
1.009
1.008
]..005
1.001
0.998
0.995
0.992
0.990
0.988
0.985
0.983
0.983
0.982
0.981
0.980
0.980
0.4

'ssBa/Au
1.002
1.004
1.004
1.007
1.006
1.004
1.003
1.002
1.000
0.999
0.997
0.995
0.993
0.992
0.991
0.990
0.989
0.988
0.3

Ba/Au
1.128
1.086
1.058
1.047
1.039
1.027
1.017
1.009
1.000
0.992
0.987
0.983
0.981
0.981
0.980
0.980
0.979
0.978
0.4

's"Ba/Au
1.065
1.040
1.024
1.017
1.012
1.005
1.000
0.996
0.991
0.987
0.984
0.980
0.977
0.975
0.973
0.972
0.971
0.970
0.4
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ual runs are listed together with the respective statisti-
cal uncertainties in Ref. [23]. In the present experiment,
there are signi6cant differences in the results of individ-
ual runs. These discrepancies are due to the high scat-
tering yield of the samples. As mentioned above, the
subtraction of time-independent backgrounds was ham-
pered due to the overlap from previous pulses, resulting
in a signi6cant background in the normalization interval
(see Fig. 3). This background is difficult to determine
because the respective count rates from the samples and
the carbon sample exhibit strong differences in this TOP
range (Sec. V). The results from the run with 80 keV
maximum neutron energy being lower than the results
&om the other runs may indicate a systematic trend. On
average, the individual cross section ratios deviate by

3.2% from their respective mean.
These systematic uncertainties affect only the barium

spectra, but not the gold standard. One 6nds that the
cross section ratios 0.('Ba)/0(is Ba) deviate from their
means by 1.7% on average. Obviously, the cross section
ratios of two barium isotopes are less affected, since the
related corrections are partly cancelling each other. This
behavior was considered in the evaluation of the uncer-
tainties (Sec. V).

The mean values of the three runs are compiled in Ta-
ble VII together with the statistical, systematic, and to-
tal uncertainties. The chosen energy bins are sufficiently
6ne to avoid systematic uncertainties in the calculation
of the Maxwellian averaged cross sections (Sec. VI). The
final uncertainties of the cross section ratios are 3%,

Uncertainty ('%%uo)Energy interval

TABLE VII. Final neutron capture cross section ratios of Ba, Ba, Ba, and Ba relative to Au.

Uncertainty ('%%uo)

(keV)
3 —5

5 —7.5
7.5 —10
10 —12.5
12.5 —15
15 —20
20 —25
25 —30
30 —40
40 —50
50 —60
60 —80
80 —100
100 —120
120 —150
150 —175
175 —200
200 —225

0.2658
0.1994
0.3249
0.2809
0.2213
0.3378
0.3452
0.2773
0.3318
0.3101
0.3369
0.3268
0.3510
0.3398
0.3252
0.3326
0.3295
0.3152

stat
11.7
8.2
3.7
3.1
3.5
1.4
1.2
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.7

sys

3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.1

tot

8.8
4.8
4.4
4.7
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.5

0.7861
0.6330
0.8773
0.6863
0.7728
0.8203
0.9520
0.8766
0.8566
0.8807
0.8385
0.7795
0.7718
0.7332
0.7033
0.6863
0.6754
0.6648

stat
10.1
4.9
2.7
2.3
1.8
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.4

sys

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

tot

3.8
3.5
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1
3.3

Energy interval

(keV)
3 —5

5 —7.5
7.5 —10
10 —12.5
12.5 —15
15 —20
20 —25
25 —30
30 —40
40 —50
50 —60
60 —80

80 —100
100 —120
120 —150
150 —175
175 —200
200 —225

o( Au)

0.1675
0.0958
0.0844
0.0852
0.1224
0.1344
0.1196
0.0925
0.1168
0.0982
0.1208
0.1080
0.1164
0.1137
0.1080
0.1028
0.1092
0.1077

stat
8.2
7.5
6.1
4.4
2.9
1.6
1.6
1.5
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.8

Uncertainty (%)

sys

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

tot

8.2
6.9
5.4
4.3
3.6
3.6
3.5
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.7

n(i Au)

0.4423
0.1039
0.1310
0.1142
0.1265
0.1204
0.1754
0.1200
0.1530
0.1450
0.1457
0.1415
0.1400
0.1393
0.1194
0.1280
0.1201
0.1223

stat
16.5
10.3
4.7
3.9
3.4
2.0
1.2
1.3
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.6

Uncertainty (%)

sys

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

tot

5.0
4.7
3.8
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.2
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.4
3.6

As used for calculating the Maxwellian averaged cross sections.
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at least 5 times smaller than obtained previously [16,17].
However, the 1%% accuracy reported for the first results
with the 47r BaF2 detector [3,5] could not be met due to
the background problems characteristic for the barium
isotopes.

The experimental ratios were converted into cross sec-
tions by using the gold cross section of Macklin [38] after
normalization by a factor of 0.989 to the absolute value
of Ratynski and Kappeler [39] (Table VIII). The un-
certainties of these data can be obtained by adding the
1.5%%us uncertainty of the standard to the uncertainties of
the respective cross section ratios.

The present results can be compared to the data of
Musgrove et al [18].. In the energy range of interest be-
tween 30 and 100 keV, these data exhibit uncertainties of
15, 17, 25, and 17% for Ba, Ba, Ba, and ' rBa,
and differ Rom the present results by factors 1.42, 1.08,
1.25, and 0.83, respectively. Except for ~ Ba, these dif-
ferences are consistent with the quoted uncertainties, but
seem to confirm a trend that was already noted in case
of the samarium isotopes [5]. Before 1988, the weight-
ing functions in experiments with total energy detectors
did not consider the in6uence of detector cannings and
the surrounding setup. In this way, the weight for high
gamma-ray energies was consistently overestimated [40],
leading to systematic uncertainties, whenever the cap-
ture gamma-ray spectra of the sample differed &om that
of the respective standard. The cross section ratio was
overestimated, if the spectrum of the sample is harder
than that of the standard, and underestimated, if it is
softer. The spectra of both even barium isotopes being
harder than that of gold [24], would explain the larger
cross sections in the previous measurement. For the odd
barium isotopes this effect is less pronounced since their
spectra are rather similar to that of gold. This discus-
sion holds also for the ~ssBa data of Mizumoto et al [21], .
which are in agreement with those of Musgrove et at. [18].

For the even isotopes there are no significant differ-
ences in the cross section shapes down to 5 keV neutron
energy, though the cross sections of Musgrove et aL [18]
were determined from isolated resonances (in the energy
range Rom 5 to 10 keV for 3 Ba and &om 5 to 35 keV
for ~s Ba), whereas our data were calculated by averaging
the observed capture yields directly. This agreement con-
firms the background correction applied to the present
data. In particular, the low energy range of the Ba
cross section (see Fig. 3), where only a few resonances
are observed, would be extremely sensitive to a system-
atic uncertainty in the background subtraction. In order
to exclude any remaining systematic effect, it is planned
to deduce the resonance parameters for the isolated res-
onances in Ba &om the present data as well.

For the odd isotopes, deviations in the cross sec-
tion shapes are observed below 10 keV. As discussed in
Ref. [3], background subtraction at low energies is prob-
lematic, since the lines at 7 MeV had to be integrated
in the pulse height spectra. Therefore, the data be-
low 10 keV were not used in the calculation of stellar
cross sections. The very uncertain results in the energy
range &om 3 to 5 keV were only included in Table VII
to demonstrate that they show a reasonable trend de-
spite the extremely poor signal to background ratio in
the TOF spectra.

V. DISCUSSION OF UNCERTAINTIES

The determination of statistical and systematic uncer-
tainties in measurements with the 4 x BaF2 detector has
been described in Refs. [3] and [24]. The following discus-
sion concentrates on the particular aspects of the present
experiment on the barium isotopes. The various uncer-
tainties are compiled in Table IX.

In contrast to previous experiments [3,5,24], the large

Energy interval
(keV)

5 —7.5
7.5 —10
10 —12.5
12.5 —15
15 —20
20 —25
25 —30
30 —40
40 —50
50 —60
60 —80

80 —100
100 —120
120 —150
150 —175
175 —200
200 —225

TABLE VIII. Neutron capture

(r('"Au)
(mb)

1726.7
1215.?
1066.7
878.0
738.8
600.0
570.8
500.4
433.3
389.6
349.4
298.3
290.1
274.1
263.7
252.6
248.5

o ('"Ba)
(mb)
344.3
395.0
299.6
194.3
249.6
207.1
158.3
166.1
134.4
131.3
114.2
104.7
98.6
89.1
87.7
83.2
78.3

(185B

(mb)

?32.1
678.5
606.0
571.2
500.4
428.6
381.6
326.7
272.3
230.2
212.7
192.8
180.9
170.6
165.2

(lssB

(mb)
165.4
102.6
90.9
107.4
99.3
71.8
52.8
58.5
42.5
47.1
37.8
34.7
33.0
29.6
2?.1
27.6
26.8

cross sections of Ba, Ba, Ba, and Ba.
(1sTB
(mb)

121.9
111.1
89.0
105.3
68.5
76.6
62.8
56.8
49.4
41.8
40.4
32.7
33.7
30.3
30.4

As used for calculating the Maxwellian averaged cross sections.
Based on the Au data from literature [38,39j.
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TABLE IX. Systematic uncertainties (%%uo).

Background subtraction in normalization
Cross section ratio Ba/Au
Cross section ratio Ba/"Ba

Flight path
Neutron Sux normalization
Sample mass
Isotopic impurities ( Ba/ Ba/ Ba/ Ba samples)
Multiple scattering and self-shielding ratios

Cross section ratio Ba/Au,
184Ba/

L EEBa/
L88Ba/

L ETBa sampIes
Cross section ratio Ba/ Ba

Undetected events
Cross section ratio Ba/Au,

Ba/ Ba/' Ba/' Ba samples
Cross section ratio Ba/' Ba

Total systematic uncertainties
o (' Ba)/o (Au)
0 (' Ba)/o (Au)
sr('"Ba)/o (Au)
o ( Ba)/cr(Au)

3.0
1.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2/0. 1/0.3/1.0

0.4/0. 3/0. 4/0. 4
OF4

0.6/0. 4/1. 0/0. 4
1.0

3.1
3.0
3.2
3.2

(L$4B )/ (1$8B 1E9

scattering yields of the barium samples and the fact
that discrimination of the corresponding backgrounds
was hampered by the barium content of the scintillator
resulted in significantly reduced signal to background ra-
tios. Therefore, the related systematic uncertainties were
no longer negligible. The 4 ps interval between the ac-
celerator pulses was not completely sufhcient to exclude
TOF overlap from previous pulses. Hence, the count rate
in the TOF region used for the determination of time-
independent backgrounds (e.g. , channels 1500 to 1690 in
Fig. 3) was still affected by a small time-dependent com-
ponent. This gives rise to a systematic uncertainty in the
normalization interval close to this region (see Fig. 3).

In addition, the normalization of the scattering correc-
tion is strongly TOF dependent in this critical interval,
leading to a systematic uncertainty in the normalization
of the cross section. As discussed above, the 6Ba cross
section in the region of resolved resonances provides a
sensitive test of this correction. Since the observed scat-
ter in the data of individual runs at low energies (above 5
keV for the even and above 10 keV for the odd isotopes)
is fully compatible with the statistical uncertainties, a
systematic uncertainty for the cross section shape could
again be excluded. In the range &om 30 to 80 keV, how-
ever, the data show statistically signi6cant discrepancies
in the absolute normalization. The corresponding sys-
tematic uncertainty afFects mainly the cross section ratio
relative to gold, since this problem occurs only for the
bari»~ isotopes. Actua1ly, the average deviation &om
the respective xnean suggested a systematic uncertainty
of 3.0% for the cross section ratios relative to gold. For
the ratio of two barium cross section, e.g. , for the astro-
physically important ratio o(is48a)/o(iMBa), this sys-
tematic uncertainty reduces to 1.5%, since both isotopes
are affected in a similar way.

This norxnalization problem dominates the total sys-

tematic uncertainty. All other uncertainties are compa-
rably small, and are in most cases equivalent to the un-

certainties discussed in Ref. [5]. The differences in the
actual values listed in Table IX refer to the following
points. The uncertainty due to the correction for equal
neutron fiux could be reduced due to the larger number
of measuring cycles. Also the sample masses were better
defined, since there were no problems with water absorp-
tion in the bari»m carbonate. The uncertainty of the iso-
topic correction is dominated by the fact that sBa was
neglected in our data analysis. With the new Ba cross
section [22] and the isotopic abundances of Table II, a siz-
able uncertainty of 1% was found for isrBa only (Table
IX). In fact, there are no indications for issBa captures
at 4.9 MeV in the spectra of Fig. 4. The uncertainties
of the multiple scattering corrections are slightly larger
than reported previously because of the larger samples
used in the present experiment.

The correction for unobserved capture events needs
special consideration. On one hand, the use of ex-
perimentally determined line shapes for monoenergetic
gamma rays certainly improved the reliability of the cor-
rection, but on the other hand, the low multiplicities of
the barium capture cascades produced the problem that
the calculations were slightly dependent on the randoxn
numbers in the Monte Carlo simulation of the efFective
solid angle.

VI. MAX&'ELLIAN AVERAGED CROSS
SECTIONS

Maxwellian averaged cross sections were calculated in
the saine way as described in Refs. [3] and [24]. The neu-
tron energy range &om 0 to 700 keV was divided into
three intervals according to the origin of the adopted
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TABLE X. Maxwellian averaged neutron capture cross sections of Ba, Ba, Ba, and Ba
for thermal energies from 10 to 100 keV. (The 1.5% uncertainty of the gold standard is not included

here, since it cancels out in most applications of relevance for nuclear astrophysics. )

kT
(keV)

10
12
20
25
30
40
50
52
60
70
80
90
100

134B

(mb)
310.7+12.3
281.4+10.4
215.2+7.1
192.5+6.2
176.3+5.6
154.6+4.9
140.5+4.4
138.2+4.3
130.5+4.1
123.1+3.9
117.3+3.7
112.5+3.6
108.4+3.6

135B

(mb)
845.9+46.4
763.9+37.4
572.6+21.3
504.6+17.4
455.0+15.0
386.7+12.2
341.7+10.6
334.4+10.3
309.5+9.5
285.3+8.7
265.9+8.2
250.0+7.7
236.7+7.4

136B

(mb)
114.9+6.5
103.5+5.2
77.4+3.0
68.4+2.5
62.0+2.1
53.5+1.8
48.1+1.6
47.3+1.6
44.4+1.5
41.7+1.4
39.6+1.3
37.9+1.3
36.6+1.2

137B

(mb)
137.7+10.5
124.6+8.2
95.0+4.3
84.5+3.4
76.9+2.9
66.2+2.3
59.1+2.0
58.0+1.9
54.0+1.8
50.0+1.6
46.9+1.5
44.3+1.5
42.2+1.4

cross sections. The respective contributions I are given
in Ref. [23). The main contributions were obtained from
the cross sections of the present experiment (Table VIII).
The energy bins of these data were chosen suKciently Gne
to exclude systematic uncertainties that may result from
a coarse energy grid.

The contributions Iq from the energy range &om 0 to
5 keV for the even and from 0 to 10 keV for the odd
isotopes was determined in two difFerent ways. First, the
cross section shapes from statistical model calculations
were fitted at high energies to the present results and at
low energies to the data that were calculated from reso-
nance parameters [37]. In a second calculation, the cross
sections of the Joint Evaluated File [29] were normalized
to the present experiment in the region between 10 to 20
keV. Though the respective normalization factors were
ranging from 1.20 to 1.42, the cross section shapes were
found in good agreement between both data sets. For
the adopted contributions the results from both calcula-
tions were averaged. The quoted uncertainty of 10—20%
corresponding to the respective differences includes the
systematic uncertainty of this component.

The energy interval from 225 to 700 keV contributes
only very little to the Maxwellian average at typical s-
process temperatures. There, the JEF data [29] were nor-
malized to the present results between 100 to 200 keV.
The uncertainties were calculated under the assumption
that the uncertainty of the normalized cross sections in-
creases from 2'%%up at 225 keV to 10% at 700 keV.

The uncertainties of the Maxwellian averaged cross sec-
tions in Table X do not contain the 1.5%%up uncertainty of
the gold standard since it cancels out in most applica-
tions of relevance for s-process studies (Sec. VII). They
are dominated by the systematic contributions.

In calculating ratios of two barium cross sections, one
must consider that the uncertainties given in Table X are
strongly correlated and should, therefore, not be added
in quadrature. For example, the statistical uncertainties
of the cross section ratios are partly determined by the
respective gold count rates [Z;(Au), P Z(Au), g E(Au)

TABLE XI. Ratio of the stellar Ba and ' Ba cross sec-
tions and correlated uncertainties.

Thermal energy (keV)
10
12
20
25
30
40
50
52
60
70
80
90
100

Cross section ratio
2.70 6 5.6%%up

2.72 + 4.7%
2.78 + 3.1%
2.82 + 2.7%
2.84 + 2.5%
2.89 + 2.2%
2.92 + 2.1%
2.92 + 2.1%
2.94 + 2.1%
2.96 + 2.1%
2.97 + 2.2%
2.97 + 2.3%
2.96 + 2.5%

in Eq. (1)], which cancel out in the cross section ratio
of two barium isotopes. As discussed in Sec. V, the
systematic uncertainties of such cross section ratios are
significantly smaller (Table IX). The proper uncertainty
of the ratio of Maxwellian averaged cross sections of two
barium isotopes was evaluated explicitly for the s-only
isotopes 4Ba and Ba, and is given in Table XI.

The present results at kT = 30 keV are eventually
compared in Table XII with the data given in the compi-
lations of Bao and Kappeler [20] and of Beer, Voss, and
Winters [ll]. Significant difFerences are found for the iso-
topes Ba and Ba. The low value for Ba given in
Ref. [11],which is based on Refs. [15] and [17], is com-
pletely ruled out by the present data. On average, the
uncertainties have been reduced by a factor of 5.

Stellar enhancement efFects on the investigated
Maxwellian averaged cross sections are negligible accord-
ing to statistical model calculations [41,42]. This means
that excited nuclear states are not sufEciently populated
in these isotopes at s-process temperatures and densities.
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TABLE XII. Maxwellian averaged neutron capture cross sections at kT = 30 keV compared to
previous evaluations.

Isotope

134B
135B
136B
13TB

This work

176.3 + 5.6
455.0 + 15.0
62.0 + 2.1
76.9 + 2.9

(ov)/vT (mb)
Bao and Kappeler [20]

221 + 35
457 + 80
69 + 10
57 + 10

Beer, Voss, and Winters [11]
221 + 34
295 + 59
60 + 10
52 + 10

VII. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

A. Normalization of the N, (sr) curve

The 8-process reaction Bow &om iron to bismuth is de-
scribed by the product of the produced s abundances and
the respective cross sections of all involved isotopes. This
quantity is characteristic for the s process, since it reBects
the correlation N, (sr) i that follows from the fact
that the neutron capture rates are practically indepen-
dent of temperature in typical 8-process environments.
In the classical approach, the 8-process abundances of
neighboring isotopes are connected by a simple iterative
expression [2],

(oN. )~ = (~(oN )~Bil

with

(~=(1+ )
—i

o'x'ro ) (3)

where A denotes the mass number and 7 p the mean neu-
tron exposure (see below). If plotted versus mass num-

ber, the resulting N, (rr) curve can be fitted to the empir-
ical N, (o') products of those s-only isotopes, which are
not affected by branchings, and hence experience the en-
tire reaction How. The corresponding fit parameters yield
information on the neutron economy during the s process
(seed abundance and mean neutron exposure), while the
N, (o') values correspond directly to the s abundances [2].

Among the normalization points of the N, (o) curve,
Ba is important because it is situated close to the neu-

tron magic nuclei with N = 82, thus defining the turn-off
point where the N, (o) curve exhibits a steplike decrease
due to the small cross sections of the neutron magic nu-
clei. Together with the previously studied cases, Te
and Sm, Ba is expected to represent a further test
of the s-process concept based on the classical approach.
So far, this model has been surprisingly successful despite
the extremely simple scenario, which assumes constant
neutron density and temperature. In the following study,
the currently best parameter set for the classical model
was adopted from Ref. [6]: an exponential distribution of
neutron exposures p(7 ) exp( T /To) with —a incan value
of vp ——0.295 mb at a thermal energy of kT = 29 keV.
The mean neutron density n„=(3.8 + 0.6) x 10 cm
was taken from Ref. [5].

Figure 7 shows the N, (o) curve calculated with the
code SPEED.Ci.AS [43] in the mass region 120 & A ( 155.
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FIG. 7. The N, (a) curve calculated with the code
SPEED.CLAS in the mass region 120 & A & 155 in compar-
ison to the empirical N, (o) values.

The empirical N, (o) values of the respective s-only iso-
topes are given for comparison. While all normalization
points are in reasonable agreement with the calculated
curve, i Ba falls short by 22%, which means that issBa
is overproduced in the model by this amount. Since the
N, (o) curve is a continuously decreasing function of mass
n»aber, there is no way to readjust the fit in order to
satisfy the iMBa point without creating a systematic dis-
crepancy for all the heavier 8 isotopes.

An acceptable reason for an 8-only isotope to fall be-
low the calculated N, (o) curve could be that this isotope
is partly bypassed in the s process due to a branching as
it holds for is4Ba (Fig. 1). However, this possibility can
be excluded for iMBa because of the short half-life of
the only possible branch point i Cs. The only other
plausible explanation were then that the observed bar-
ium abundance may be too small. The meteoritic abun-
dances given in recent compilations are N& ——4.49+0.28
[44] and 4.61+0.23 [45] relative to Si=10s, whereas the
present data would suggest a 20% higher value of 5.50.
This change would be in agreement with a recent abun-
dance determination from the solar photosphere [46]. On
the other hand, barium belongs to the group of refrac-
tory elements which show a rather consistent abundance
pattern.

Possible p-process contributions to the s isotopes ~348a

and Ba were estimated by means of the p-process
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yields calculated by Howard, Meyer, and Woosley [47]
and by Prantzos et aL [48]. On average, the suggested p
contributions were 2%%uo and (0.5%%uo for Ba and Ba,
respectively. This eEect may influence the s-abundance
ratio of Ba and Ba and should, therefore, be con-
sidered in a refined analysis of the Cs branching. The
absolute p contribution to Ba has no impact on the
renormalization of the barium abundance and was ne-
glected.

The discrepancy between the meteoritic barium abun-
dance and the abundance obtained with the classical ap-
proach is an important result and deserves further in-
vestigation: If the lower meteoritic abundance is correct,
the barium problem would reveal the first true inconsis-
tency of the classical approach. This would then imply
that (a) more sophisticated s-process scenario(s) would
be definitely required by the nuclear physics data them-
selves.

Presently, the only alternative to the classical approach
for quantitative s-process calculations in this mass region
is the model for helium shell burning in low mass AGB
stars [49—51], which was also shown to reproduce the ob-
served abundances rather well [6]. If this model is used
with the latest input profiles for temperature and neutron
density [52], the same 20%%uc overproduction is obtained for

Ba as in the classical approach.
In the stellar model, however, neutron density and

temperature are no longer constant. By far most of the
neutron exposure occurs at significantly lower tempera-
ture (kT = 12 keV), followed by a comparably short neu-
tron burst at kT = 26 keV. Normally, this second burst
of neutrons does not acct the before produced abun-
dance distribution because most neutron capture rates
do not depend on temperature. However, this can be
diferent at or near magic neutron numbers, where the
level spacings are large. Accordingly, the cross section
at low neutron energies exhibit a pronounced resonance
structure, which can result in significant departures &om
the usual 1/v behavior of the cross section shapes. A

striking example for such a case was recently reported by
Beer et al. [22], who found a 50'%%uo enhancement in the 12
keV cross section of Ba compared to the extrapolated
1/v shape.

Though the available information on resolved res-
onances was considered in evaluating the present
Maxwellian average cross sections, it cannot be excluded
that this part has been underestimated due to missing
resonances. In fact, one finds that the overproduction
of Ba can be removed, if the cross section is artifi-
cially enhanced by 30%%uo during the main neutron burst
at kT = 12 keV.

In view of this problem, complementary cross section
measurements at low energies are urgently needed for
achieving a satisfactory interpretation of the observed
barium abundance pattern.

B. The a-process branching at Cs

The neutron capture How through the Xe-Cs-Ba iso-
topes (Fig. 1) exhibits branchings at issXe, is4Cs, and

sCs. For all of these cases, the stellar P-decay rates
diifer from the respective laboratory rates [53], but
only Cs acts as a true branching point with signif-
icant competition between P decay and neutron cap-
ture. For Xe, the neutron capture probability remains
less than 0.5%%uo, and i Cs a8'ects the s-process flow only
marginally, since its stellar half-life is still long compared
to the time scale of the 8 process. The electron capture
branch in the decay of 4Cs is always less than 10 and
can, therefore, be neglected.

The temperature dependence of the Cs decay makes
this branching a potential 8-process thermometer. With
the present results for the (n, p) cross sections of is4Ba
and 368a this thermometer can be analyzed for the first
time in a quantitative way. The following discussion is
based on the classical s-process approach [2]. In addition
to the barium cross sections described above, the stellar
cross sections for the Cs and Xe isotopes in Fig. 1, in-
cluding the unstable branch point nuclei, are &om Ref.
[20].

With these data, the branching factor

(4)

k T=29+5 keV
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FIG. 8. The branching factor f„for the s-process How at
Cs. The dashed bar indicates the effective branching factor

deduced from the N (o) values of the s-only isotopes Ba
and Ba. The temperature dependence was calculated as-
suming the standard parameters described in the text (shaded
band) and with a modified cross section or P-decay rate for

Cs (dashed snd dash-dotted lines, respectively). The tern

perature range obtained from other s-process thermometers

[6] is shown by the vertical lines.

is defined in terms of the P-decay rate, Ap = 1n2/ti~2,
and the neutron capture rate, A„=n„o'vT for the ef-
fective branch point s4Cs. [o is the stellar (n, p) cross
section and vz the mean thermal neutron velocity. ] The
temperature dependence of the branching factor is shown
in Fig. 8. The shaded band is obtained for the standard
input data quoted above. The difference between upper
and lower bound reflects the uncertainty in the neutron
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TABLE XIII. Decomposition of isotopic Ba abundances.

Isotope

134B
135B
136B
13TB
138B

Batot

Ref. [44]

0.109
0.296
0.353
0.504
3.22

No
NB b

0.133
0.362
0.432
0.617
3.941
5.50

N'
0.157
0.064
0.432
0.334
3.716
4.70

Classical approach
N„=No —N,

0.298+0.023

0.283+0.040
0.225+0.372

AGB stars
N,

0.147
0.055
0.439
0.372
3.590
4.60

For details, see text.
Barium abundances renormalized to satisfy No(' Ba)=N, L

'Normalized at Te.
Uncertainties include the contributions from No (+6.3'%%uo) and from N, (typically +4%%, but +7.5%

for LEEBa).

density only. The dashed line is obtained if the Cs
cross section is increased by 50%%uo, corresponding to an
optimistic estimate for the respective uncertainty. An
even stronger efFect is caused by the stellar P-decay rate
of ~s4Cs, which could be uncertain by a factor of 3 (dash-
dotted line) [53].

The effective branching factor (dashed horizontal bar
in Fig. 8) can be deduced via the s-only isotopes: Since

Ba is partially bypassed, while 3 Ba experiences the
total Bow, the branching factor can be calculated as

(Iss (Iss (o' )Iss

(o'Ns) IseBE

The quoted uncertainty originates from the uncertainty
in the cross section ratio of Ba and Ba, since the
ratio of the isotopic abundances is known within +0.5%%uo

[54]. Note, that this discussion is based on the assump-
tion that the relative 8-process yields of the barium iso-
topes are not aH'ected by the problem of the solar barium
abundance discussed above.

Comparison of the effective branching factor with the
calculated dependences in Fig. 8 shows that the standard
parameters suggest a mean thermal energy, kT, 16 keV
(Ts ——1.9). This value is about 10% higher if the ~s4Cs

cross section is increased by 50'%%uo, but agreement with
the plausible s-process range, kT, = 29+5 keV (deduced
&om the analysis of the branchings at ~ Sm, ~5 Eu, and
~r Lu [6]) is only achieved when the decay rate of ~s4Cs is
reduced by a factor of 3. This uncertainty is still within
the limits estimated by Ref. [53].

If this branching is treated in the frame of the stellar
model for helium shell burning in low mass stars, one
obtains a similar result. It turns out that the calculated
branching factor is also too small, accounting only for
40% of the efFective value derived via Eq. (5).

In this situation, further studies have to concentrate
on the improvement of the stellar P-decay rate of ~ 4Cs.
However, an experimental determination seems presently
out of reach, since this decay is enhanced via allowed
transitions &om thermally populated states to excited
states in Ba. Clearly, also the Cs cross section
needs to be improved. The statistical model calculations
with global parameter systematics used so far may well
exhibit much larger uncertainties than admitted above,

particularly near closed neutron shells. In this respect, a
measurement of the ~ssCs cross section [55] will be most
helpful to build a local parameter systematics that is pre-
dominantly based on experimental data.

C. Decomposition into a- and v -process contributions

Because of the small isotopic (n, p) cross sections, the
abundance of the element barium is dominated by the s
process. This makes it an important s-process indicator
for astronomical observations related to studies of AGB
stars and of problems related to the chemical evolution of
the galaxy. With the improved cross sections presented
here the s-process yields can be significantly better de-
fined, resulting in a more reliable separation of s- and
r-process abundances.

Compared with the meteoritic abundances (column
2 of Table XIII), the s-process yields of all even iso-
topes are significantly overproduced with the classical
approach. In order to avoid overproduction, the barium
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FIG. 9. The r-process abundance peak at mass number
A = 130. Values from the present analysis are indicated by
filled symbols, open symbols refer to the results of Refs. [2]
and [57]. With the new results, the uncertainties could be
reduced up to a factor of 4 and are now comparable to the
size of the symbols. The large uncertainty for Ba results
froxn the fact that the r contribution is only a small fraction
of the solar abundance.
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TABLE XIV. (n, p) Data for the interpretation of isotopic anomalies.

Isotope
1348
1358
1368
1378

GRB93
BVW92

1
1.8
1.3
2.2

GRB93corrected forNO ~~=5.5O

BVW92
0.82
1.48
1.07
1.80

Present data
BVW92

0.80
1.54
1.03
1.48

Gallino, Raiteri, and Busso [10];Beer, Voss, and Winters [11].

abundance was normalized by a factor 1.22 such that
N~(~MBa)=N, (~ssBa) (column 3). The decomposition
into 8 and r abundances calculated from these modified
abundances (column 5) is plotted in Fig. 9 together with
the overall r distribution [2,56]. With the present data,
the uncertainties in the r residuals could now also be re-
duced at the high energy tail of the r-process peak at
A = 130, after the mass region between A = 120 and 126
had been improved recently [56]. The most significant
difference compared to the decomposition of Ref. [2] was
obtained for Ba where the previous uncertainty was 4
times larger. In general, the new values fit better to a
smooth distribution at the tail of the r-process peak.

The 8-process yields obtained with the AGB model
(column 6 in Table XIII) are rather similar to the results
from the classical approach, but exhibit some differences,
which exceed the respective cross section uncertainties, in
particular for Ba and 3 Ba. These differences are due
to the different temperature profile of the AGB model
(see Sec. VIIB). As far as the r-process residuals are
concerned, there is a difFerence with respect to SBa,
where the (lower) value derived with the classical ap-
proach seems to fit better to a smooth r distribution
(Fig. 9).

The bottom line of Table XIII shows the sum over
the isotopic barium abundances including the p nuclei

Ba and Ba. Obviously, the calculations with the
classical approach and with the AGB model agree that
barium is mostly produced by the s process with an r
process admixture of only 15+6%. This result is related
to the galactic chemical evolution and to the question
whether the s process is a primary process, the respective
yields being independent of stellar metallicity. (For a
more detailed discussion see Pagel [12] and Magain and
Zhao [57].)

D. Isotopic anomalies

Very large isotopic anomalies have been discovered in
SiC grains of the Murchison meteorite for a number of ele-
ments, including xenon, barium, neodymium, and samar-
ium. Among those, the barium anomalies are the best
analyzed [7—9]. An astrophysical interpretation of these
anomalies was presented by Gallino, Raiteri, and Busso

(GRB furtheron) [10] in terms of a detailed model of He
shell burning in thermally pulsing AGB stars. This anal-
ysis was based primarily on the cross section compilation
of Beer, Voss, and Winters [ll], but the authors note that
the calculated barium abundance pattern did neither fit
to the solar abundances nor to the observed anomalies.
In view of the large uncertainties in the compiled data
(see also Table XII), GRB tried to find a set of cross sec-
tions, by which they could explain the solar abundances
and the anomalies as well. Table XIV summarizes this
situation: Column 2 lists the ratios of adopted and com-
piled cross sections required for an s-process origin of the
isotopic anomalies in barium [10]. With the renormalized
barium abundance, these factors reduce to the values in
column 3, which are—in fact—very close to the ratios
obtained from the present results. This means that the
new data represent not only an improved basis for an-
alyzing the barium anomalies, but that these anomalies
may be naturally explained as being due to 8-processed
material.
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